
Key Stage 3 English



Curriculum Map Key Stage 3 2022-23
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Term 2
Shakespeare Mid Summer Night’s Dream

Key Spines: Morality, Fate,  Honour, Characters, Structure and narratives

Term 5 Excites Dread
Key Spines: Morality, characters, structure, characters , narrative, 

register and tone.

Term 1
Greek Mythology

KEY SPINES: Morality, Tragedy, Redemption and Judgement, Characters,  structure and narratives 

Half term

Christmas

Half 
term

Half term Half 
term

Summer

Term 3
Appearances and Reality 

Key Spines: Morality, Fate, subtly, structure & 
characters 

Term 6
A Curious Incident of the Dog in the Night Time

Key Spines: Redemption and Judgement, characters, structure, sublty and morality

Term 4 Words of War
Key Spines: Morality, Tragedy, Fate, Redemption and Judgement, 

narratives Register and Tone

T3

Easter 



Knowledge

1. knowing the features of a tragedy

2. Identifying characteristics of a tragic hero

3. To understand how morality effects characterisation

4. To understand how archetypes are presented in narratives

5. Students will show understanding of crime and punishment and 

its importance in Greek tragedy

6.The archetypal impact of character emotion and how this is 

portrayed

Skills

1. To be able to summarise a text

2. To be able to use language effectively to create character

3. To be able to use structure effectively

4. To be able to plan an extended piece of writing

5. To be able to write an extended narrative

6. To use language effectively to create an engaging story

Characteristics of effective 
learners:

• Respectful to others and their 
surroundings

• Positive attitude and commitment 
to their education

• Motivated and persistent even if 
you face difficulty

• Consistently behaves well
• Sets goals and achieves
• High attendance

Key Vocabulary:

Overview: Greek Myths and Legends 7 weeks 4 days
Key Vocabulary: Archetype, morality, mythology, titan, gorgon, prophecy, allusion
Words Classes: noun, verb, adjectives, adverbs, preposition, determiner, pronoun, conjunction.

TERM _1 OVERVIEW ENGLISH
How does learning relate to whole school intent? 

How does learning relate to whole school intent? 
English Language and Lit allows opportunities to learn new skill whilst expanding knowledge to develop an understanding of the past and current situations/viewpoints
Develop a personal response to topics linked to SMSC to build upon their cultural and educational character 
Achieve the best possible outcomes in a wide range of qualifications to open up multiple destination pathways
How does learning relate to subject intent? 
When pupils leave the ELA we want them to be ‘confident speakers, effective writers and enthusiastic reader’ this overview allows opportunities to develop pupils in each of these areas whilst supporting their spiritual, 
moral, social and cultural development. 
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Reading

The Odyssey, by Homer, translated by Robert Fagles
Percy Jackson and the Olympians by Rick Riordan



Planned Speakers/Trips

Assessment
Baseline Assessment

Previous Learning /Memory Link
Key Spines

British Values
⃝ Individual Liberty⃝ Rule of Law ⃝ Mutual Respect
⃝ Tolerance ⃝ Democracy

SMSC
⃝ Social ⃝ Moral ⃝ Spiritual ⃝Cultural



Knowledge

Skills and Knowledge

To explore the context in which Shakespeare was written

To describe performances at the Globe Theatre

Explore the impact of gender and social inequality

To know what is meant by the great chain of being

To list the conventions of a tragedy and a comedy

Know how Shakespeare creates a play within a play

To summarise the key events of the play

To know key characters; traits, dynamics and role in plot development

To explore the impact of structural choices; introductions, dynamics, conflict and resolution

Explore how language is used to explore feelings

To explain the effect of dramatic irony, foreshadowing and comedy in the play

To link plot and characters to key themes and context

To develop own writing by creating a comedy

TA: To use stop signs and capital letters correctly.

Characteristics of effective learners:

• Respectful to others and their 
surroundings

• Positive attitude and commitment to 
their education

• Motivated and persistent even if you 
face difficulty

• Consistently behaves well
• Sets goals and achieves
• High attendance

Key Vocabulary:

Key Spines: Morality, Fate, Honour, Characters and Structure.
Vocabulary: Foreshadowing, irony, bildungsroman, genre, symbolism, patriarchy, sexism, tragedy, comedy, siloquoy, farce, Elizabethan, Inequality, props, poverty, civil 
war
Words Classes: noun, verb, adjectives, adverbs, preposition, determiner, pronoun, conjunction.
Technical Accuracy Focus: Sentence construction, capital letters and stop signs.

TERM 2 OVERVIEW ENGLISH KS3 A Midsummer Night's Dream
In term 2 pupils will be given an opportunity to study A Mid Summer Night's Dream, a comical play with clear links to Romeo and Juliet which pupils will study in Key Stage 4. As well as supporting their understanding of the
world in which Shakespeare lived, pupils are given the opportunity to discuss the impact of social and gender inequality in the past and present.

When pupils leave the ELA we want them to be ‘confident speakers, effective writers and enthusiastic reader’ we are clear in our believe that this not only support aspirational destination pathways but the SMSC development of 
our pupils. This term, pupils are offered further opportunities to develop these skills and their understanding of the key spines; morality, fate, honour, characters, structure and narratives. . MSND, continues to build upon 
pupils' understanding of tragedy taught in Greek Mythology and allows pupils to see how this is used for comedy effect before studying Romeo and Juliet in KS4. This term, contains elements of trickery and magic- fantastic 
preparation for term 3 Appearances and Reality!
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Reading
A Mid Summer Night's Dream by William Shakespeare,
Suggested Reading: The Importance of Being Ernest by Oscar Wilde, Alice Through the Looking Glass Lewis Carroll, Canterbury Tales by 
Geoffrey Chaucer



Planned Speakers/Trips

Assessment
Sketch It/Rank It
Starter retrieval practice
Create your own comedy
KS3 Termly Assessment

Previous Learning /Memory Link
Key Spines
T1- Archetypal characters, Female characters, structure, 
tragedy
T3- Misconceptions, dramatic irony, comedy
T6- Bildungsroman
KS4
Inspector Calls- role of women
Romeo and Juliet- Tragedy, role of women
My Last Duchess- Patriarchy, sexism

British Values
⃝ Individual Liberty⃝ Rule of Law ⃝ Mutual Respect
⃝ Tolerance ⃝ Democracy 

SMSC
⃝ Social ⃝ Moral ⃝ Spiritual ⃝Cultural



Knowledge Organiser 

A Midsummer Night's Dream

Term 2



Tier 3 Vocabulary

Foreshadowing

An indication of what is to come

Dramatic Irony
The situation in which the audience of a play 
knows something that the characters do not know.

Bildungsroman

A 'novel of education' which the protagonist 

undertakes a moral or psychological journey.

Patriarchy

A society where men are considered to have more 

power

Tragedy

Is a type of drama or art form where a sorrowful or 

terrible event is encountered or caused by a heroic 

individual.

Comedy

Is a type of drama or art form which tries to amuse 

the audience.

Tier 2 Vocabulary 

Symbols, genre, sexism, farce, Elizabethan, religion, society, 
prejudice, props, civil wat, inequality

Skills and Knowledge 

KS3-KS4 AO1-AO6

• To explore the context in which Shakespeare was 

written

• To describe performances at the Globe Theatre

• Explore the impact of gender and social inequality

• To know what is meant by the great chain of being

• To list the conventions of a tragedy and a comedy

• Know how Shakespeare creates a play within a play

• To summarise the key events of the play

• To know key characters; traits, dynamics and role in 

plot development

• To explore the impact of structural 

choices; introductions, dynamics, conflict and 

resolution

• Explore how language is used to explore feelings

• To explain the effect of dramatic 

irony, foreshadowing and comedy in the play

• To link plot and characters to key themes and context

• TA: To use stop signs and capital letters correctly.

Independence

Summarise each act of the play. 

Create a table listing the interactions 
with every key character . You could use 
the headings; summary, themes, quote 
and explanation to show what this 
suggests about the character.

Research the key events between 1564-
1616. What are the key historical events 
that happened during this time?

Draw a picture of the Globe Theatre. If 
you were asked to direct a performance 
of A Midsummer Night's Dream, who 
would you cast for each role and why?

Rewrite the ending of A Midsummer 
Night's Dream

Research the different roles of people 
working in the theatre.







Knowledge and Skills English Key Stage 3

Skills

1.How are settings and characters created? (T1, T2) TBAT Develop own writing setting and characters

2. Why would writers choose to use an unreliable narrator? What is the effect? TBAT Develop own narrative through perspective

3. How and why do writer’s use extended metaphors? TBAT Create own extended metaphors

4. How can puns and other word forms humour?  TBAT Use puns and word play to create humorous characters

5. Explain what are the issues around misconception and identity in the virtual and real world? (SMSC)

6. Why does Shakespeare use fool to question appearance/reality and truth/lies?  (T2)

Knowledge

1. Pixl Spine- What is a narrative? (T1)

2. Pixl Spine-What is the difference between the three types of narratives? (T1)

3. Pixl Spine-Why may a narrator be unreliable?  

4. Recap what words or phrases are adverbs, similes, metaphors and verbs? (T1,T2)

5. How have the stories you have previously studied played with reality and appearance? E.g. identity, perception and appearance vs reality (T1,T2)

6. What are the issues around misconceptions and identify in the real world? (SMSC)

7. What is the role of the fool in Elizabethan History?  

Characteristics of effective 
learners:

• Respectful to others and 
their surroundings

• Positive attitude and 
commitment to their 
education

• Motivated and persistent 
even if you face difficulty

• Consistently behaves well
• Sets goals and achieves
• High attendance

Subject Specific: Pun, Metaphor, Simile, Verbs, Adverbs, Noun, Pronouns, Conjunctions, Adjectives, narrator, dramatic irony, figurative, homophones, themes, extended metaphor, narrative voice

Vocabulary: Illusion, hidden truth, illuminate, concealed, illicit, illusionist, mystery, perspective, unreliable, naïve,

Key Stage 3 Term 3 Appearance and Reality 2022-23
How does learning relate to whole school intent?
In Key Stage 3, English teaching allows opportunities to learn new skill whilst expanding knowledge to develop an understanding of the past and current situations/viewpoints
Develop a personal response to topics linked to SMSC to build upon their cultural and educational character
Achieve the best possible progress to open up pathways to multiple destination pathways
How does learning relate to subject intent?
When pupils leave the ELA we want them to be ‘confident speakers, effective writers and enthusiastic reader’ this overview allows opportunities to develop pupils in each of these areas whilst supporting their spiritual, moral, social and cultural 
development.
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Reading:

Extracts The Night Circus, Edgar Allan Poe A Tell Tale Heart, Boy in the Striped Pyjamas, Twelfth Night, Madame Doubtfire
Key Stage 3 Text: A Monster Calls

Appearance and Reality

Things are not always as they seem. This unit will explore how writers, poets and playwriters portray ideas and sometimes deliberately mislead their audiences through the use of narrators and language over the 
centuries. This builds upon students previous study of Shakespeare and Greek Mythology where appropriate but is a stand alone unit covering all areas of curriculum intent as students studying within an 

intended short stay provision. 



Planned Speakers/Trips

Assessment
Sketch It/Rank It
Starter retrieval practice
Create your own comedy
KS3 Termly Assessment

Previous Learning /Memory Link
PIXL Spine Links
Clear links to MSND and Greek Mythology

British Values
⃝ Individual Liberty⃝ Rule of Law ⃝ Mutual Respect
⃝ Tolerance ⃝ Democracy

SMSC
⃝ Social ⃝ Moral ⃝ Spiritual ⃝Cultural



Knowledge and Organisers 

To explore how war could link into morality tales

Compare different viewpoints regarding war

Create texts which are purposeful and linked to the context in which they are written 

Explore how language choices and literary features can create a powerful effect

Use language to appeal to your audience’s emotions

Appreciate the use of editing skills to make sure texts are interesting, clear and informative

Explore the layers of meaning in a poem, identifying euphemism and irony. TSMILE (Analysis unseen)

Explore how characterisation can reinforce the meaning of the poem 

Create characters which link to themes

Plan and draft a poem based on the mood and atmosphere in a painting 

Explore how patterns of sound can reinforce the meaning of the poem

Understand how the structure of the poem helps to covey its meaning 

Consider the effects of rhyme and imagery 

Create haiku poems which reinforce meaning through structure 

Characteristics of effective learners:

• Respectful to others and their surroundings
• Positive attitude and commitment to their education
• Motivated and persistent even if you face difficulty
• Consistently behaves well
• Sets goals and achieves
• High attendance

Key Vocabulary:
Moral, British Values, liberty, compulsory conscription, alliteration, assonance, rhyme, patriotic, direct speech, brilliantine, chit, deficient,huns, squire, landowner, Lord Derby’ 
scheme, Passchedandale, gilded, euphemism, irony, haiku, rhetorical question, personification, half rhyme,

KS3 Words of War Term 4 2022-23
How does learning relate to whole school intent? In Key Stage 3, English teaching allows opportunities to learn new skill whilst expanding knowledge to develop an understanding of the past and current situations/viewpoints
Develop a personal response to topics linked to SMSC to build upon their cultural and educational character

When pupils leave the ELA we want them to be ‘confident speakers, effective writers and enthusiastic reader’ we are clear in our believe that this not only support aspirational destination pathways but the SMSC development of our 
pupils. This term, pupils are offered further opportunities to develop these skills and their understanding of the key spines; morality, characters and structure. .Words of War further encourages students to look at the principles of 
morality in difficult situations MSND, continues to build upon pupils' understanding of tragedy taught in Greek Mythology and allows pupils to see how this is used for comedy effect before studying Romeo and Juliet in KS4. This term, 
contains elements of trickery and magic- fantastic preparation for term 3 Appearances and Reality!
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Reading:
There are numerous texts that are embedded to the Words of War unit. Alongside these texts pupils could choose to read: A Boy in the Striped Pyjamas, War Horse or A Book Thief.
Class text: A Private Peaceful

Overview
This term students will cover a number of texts from the 20th century linked to the theme Words of War. The scheme includes opportunities to understand the important role literature plays in society and politics. Students will debate the morality of war and explore 
how language  can have a powerful effect on the reader’s emotions and reinforce message.  Students will have an opportunity to apply language skills,  create their own charactersisation and create their own poetry. 
Teaching will encourage students  to make links to the key spines: characters (T1-3), morality (1)and structure(1-3). 



Planned Speakers/Trips
Local Historical Site- Ramsgate Caves and Dover Castle

Assessment
Sketch It/Rank It
Starter retrieval practice
Extended Writing
KS3 Termly Assessment

Previous Learning /Memory Link
Key Spines: Morality, characters, structure, characters , 
narrative, register and tone.
Links to term 3- how do writers use words and phrases 
for a particular cause
Links to MSND- How writing reflects to historical, 
political and social context in which it is written

British Values
⃝ Individual Liberty⃝ Rule of Law ⃝ Mutual Respect
⃝ Tolerance ⃝ Democracy

SMSC
⃝ Social ⃝ Moral ⃝ Spiritual ⃝Cultural



Knowledge Organiser 

Words of War

Term 4



Skills and Knowledge 

KS3-KS4 AO1-AO6

1. Explore how war could link into morality tales

2. Compare different viewpoints regarding war

3. Create texts which are purposeful and linked to the context in which they are written 

4. Explore how language choices and literary features can create a powerful effect

5. Use language to appeal to your audience’s emotions

6. Appreciate the use of editing skills to make sure texts are interesting, clear and informative

7. Explore the layers of meaning in a poem, identifying euphemism and irony. TSMILE (Analysis 

unseen)

7. Explore how characterisation can reinforce the meaning of the poem 

8. Create characters which link to themes

9. Plan and draft a poem based on the mood and atmosphere in a painting 

10. Explore how patterns of sound can reinforce the meaning of the poem

11.Understand how the structure of the poem helps to covey its meaning 

12.Consider the effects of rhyme and imagery 

13. Create haiku poems which reinforce meaning through structure 

Independence

1. List all of the words you associate 
with war. 

2. Compare two opposing viewpoints 
to the question: Is War always 
wrong? 

3. Draw a character which you would 
expect to find in a war film 

4. Recall all the conflicts which have 
happened in history. 

5. Sing to the words of a song and write 
them down. Complete a TSMILE. 

6. Look at any famous painting. Create 
a description, narrative or poem 
based on the painting. 

Big Questions
How does poetry help us to understand the impact of War?









Planned Speakers/Trips: Local historical sites

Assessment
Sketch It/Rank It
Starter retrieval practice
Extended Writing
KS3 Termly Assessment

Previous Learning /Memory Link
Pixl Spines
This allows pupils to make links between term 2 and 3 
explicitly and supports pupils understanding of mystery

British Values
⃝ Individual Liberty⃝ Rule of Law ⃝ Mutual Respect
⃝ Tolerance ⃝ Democracy

SMSC
⃝ Social ⃝ Moral ⃝ Spiritual ⃝Cultural



Skills and/or Knowledge

 To understand the impact that autism may have on a person

 To know the key events within the play

 To know the key characters

 To identify how characters and events link to themes

 To explain the motivations of the key characters

 To identify key elements of dramatisation

 Identify and explain methods used to develop characterisation

 To link events and characters to themes and context

 To apply understanding to exam questions. 

Characteristics of effective learners:

• Respectful to others and their surroundings
• Positive attitude and commitment to their education
• Motivated and persistent even if you face difficulty
• Consistently behaves well
• Sets goals and achieves
• High attendance

Key Vocabulary Props, dynamics, bildungsroman, reliability, prime, crime subjectivity, logic, social disorder, subjective, dramatization, protagonist, motivations. 
Word classes

Term 6 A Curious Incident of the Dog in the Night Time
How does learning relate to whole school intent? 
By expanding their understanding of literature and developing their reading and writing skills. To link subject to possible career opportunities 

How does learning relate to subject intent? 
To develops students’ understanding of particular points in literature to understand how literature has developed over time. To read high quality extracts and apply to own writing to develop skill, confidence and wonder of well 
crafted writing. To show an appreciation of the past and link to modern day concepts. We explore the ideas of redemption and judgement through a sometimes unreliable narrator and we use the clues to uncover the myetr
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Reading:

A Curious Incident Play Script
Sherlock Holmes, Life of Pi, Mice of Men

Overview of Content
This term students will have an opportunity to study a modern play text. This is an opportunity to discover how play writers develop scripts for a live audience and see characters brought to life on stage.
A Curious Incident links to the idea of conflict but this time in the family unit where scenarios of questionable morality are certainly closer to home. We explore the ideas of redemption and judgement through a sometimes unreliable 
narrator and we use the clues to uncover more than one mystery!

This forms a perfect bridge for pupils going into Key Stage 4 as the first encounter for some of a play script with a number of more adult themes to explore.



Planned Speakers/Trips Theatre performance

Sketch It/Rank It
Starter retrieval practice
Create your own play
KS3 Termly Assessment

Previous Learning /Memory LinkKey Spines

Key Spines: Redemption and Judgement, 
characters, structure, subtly and morality

Unreliable narrators and subtly- appearances and 
reality
Redemption and Judgement- Words of War

British Values
⃝ Individual Liberty⃝ Rule of Law ⃝ Mutual Respect
⃝ Tolerance ⃝ Democracy

SMSC
⃝ Social ⃝ Moral ⃝ Spiritual ⃝Cultural



Tier 3 Vocabulary

Bildungsroman

A type of novel that tells about the early moral, 

psychological, and intellectual development of the 

main character. The Harry Potter books are a 
modern-day example.

Protagonist 

The main character in a literary work. 

Motivation

The intention behind a character's action/speech. 

The motivation drives the action/speech in a scene 

and may reveal truth or hidden meaning (subtext).

Dramatisation

The process of adapting the book into a play.

A dramatic device is any use of staging that adds 

drama

Subjective

To be influenced by thoughts and feelings, rather 

than facts

Tier 2 Vocabulary 

Love, loneliness, aggressive, determined, 

confused, social, miscommunication, mystery, 

independent, imbalance, investigate, mystery, 

chaos, prime numbers, honest, romantic, intelligent

Dialogue, props, interactions, relationships, 

audience, staging, narrator

Autism, separation, parental responsibilities

Skills and Knowledge 

 To understand the impact that autism may 

have on a person

 To know the key events within the play

 To know the key characters

 To identify how characters and events link to 

themes

 To explain the motivations of the key 

characters

 To identify key elements of dramatisation

 Identify and explain methods used to 

develop characterisation

 To link events and characters to themes and 

context

 To apply understanding to exam questions. 

Independence

1. Consolidate knowledge of characters

Create a mind map for Judy, Ed and/or 

Christopher on how they are presented in the 

play. Include:

• Events which they are involved in (AO1)

• Key Quotes (AO2)

• Props (AO2)

2. Order the key events and link to character

3. Create a definition of autism

4. Create a character description for Siobhan

5. Check your understanding 

https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/guides/zswtcwx/r

evision/1

6. Try this exam question.

• How is Judy presented as a mother in the 

play? 

• How is the play presented as a mystery?

7. Visit the AQA site and attempt a second

question. 

Senenca Class Code

028fvoa6zd

https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/guides/zswtcwx/revision/1



